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 Thank you, Volunteers, for all that you do for The Smoki Museum! 

~ ~ Our Mission 

The mission of The Smoki Museum is to                                                                                        

instill understanding and respect  for the indigenous cultures of the southwest. 

The Smoki Museum                                                                

147 North Arizona Avenue, Prescott, Arizona 86301                                                    

928-445-1230                                           

www.smokimuseum.org 

Hours                                                                                                         

10:00 AM to 4:00 PM Mon-Sat                                                                  

Sunday 1:00 PM to 4:00 PM                                                           

Please see “Holiday Closure” on page 2. 

By Cindy Gresser  

 One of the great privileges of working at The Smoki Museum is meeting wonderful Native artists. 

I met a wonderful artist about 16 years ago. Her name is Rena Charles. From Cameron, and a member 

of the Navajo Nation, or Diné, Rena was creating beautiful beadwork in many different styles.  

 Oh, Rena will still make 

beautiful things from time to 

time, but her business of  

making and selling full-time is 

over. Are we, at The Smoki 

Museum sad? YOU BET! But, 

we have had the unique honor 

of being one of the places, for 

16 years, where you have 

been able to buy Rena’s    

creations. A testament to our 

friendship with Rena, was 

when she showed up to sell to 

us, at a huge discount, the 

balance of her inventory. 

Gratefully, we BOUGHT IT 

ALL. 

 Rena got married at 18 

years of age, and had a                   

wonderful life with her                     

husband, a life which included              

rodeos. Tragedy struck when 

she lost him at age 26. But, she 

had kids and she needed to get 

them through school and out of 

the house. She had three 

grandchildren, and she raised 

all of them. And she                  

accomplished it all by beading 

and selling her art throughout 

the Southwest. Last month,              

Rena got her last  grandchild off 

to college, and promptly retired.  

 Look for Rena’s incredible beadwork here at The Smoki Museum. Our Trading Post will offer the 

unique pieces until they are gone. Maybe another young Diné woman will take up her art and continue 

bringing us beautiful beadwork in the future. Until then, thank you, Rena, and enjoy your retirement! 

Thank you, Rena! 
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Board of Trustees 

Ron Robinson, President 

 Patti Ezell, Treasurer 

Irene Stonecipher, Secretary 

Barbara Karkula  

Carolyn O’Bagy Davis 

Harvey Leake  

Eric Costanios  

Native American Advisors 

Leigh Kumanwisiwma, Hopi 

Scott Kwiatkowski, Yavapai-Prescott Indian Tribe 

Ramson Lomatewama, Hopi 

Toney Largo, Diné 

Joe Calabaza, Santo Domingo Pueblo 

Paid Staff 

Cindy Gresser, Executive Director 

director@smokimuseum.org 

 Manuel Lucero, Assistant Director 

mlucero@smokimuseum.org 

Andy Christenson, Curator 

alchristenson@cableone.net 

Julie Rucker, Administrative Manager 

jpgallery@cableone.net 

Linda Wolgamott, Accountant 

  Volunteer Staff 

Irene Stonececipher, Librarian 

Joan Gilcrease, Administrative Assistant 

Sandy Gumm, Special Projects Assistant 

Jim Carlson, Facility Assistant            

Evelyn Russell,  Events Assistant 

Jhane Marello, Membership Assistant 

and Volunteer Records Support           

The Talking Sun is a quarterly publication.                                                

All comments on this issue and suggestions for 

future articles are welcomed. -Julie Rucker, Editor            

EVENT SCHEDULE 

Do you know where to find event schedule updates? 

Volunteer Meetings- held monthly                               

Emails- from Julie and Cindy. Check yours often 

Facebook- www.facebook.com/smokimuseum 

Website- www.smokimuseum.org 

Consignment Market                                           

July 21 10AM—2PM                               

Consignments will be accepted  July 9—13                    

Please contact Cindy                                                                     

to make an appointment.              

  

DATE EVENT 

NOW through                    

November 13 

INVASION! The Beale Wagon Road 

Special Exhibit 

NOW                             

through July 13 

Backpack Program                                                                                                             

Donations are being collected to support Native students 

July 9                              

through 13 

Consignments Intake 

10 AM – 2 PM, Pueblo Building 

July 14 

  

Second Saturday Lecture                                                                       

LuAnn Leonard, Hopi Endowment Education Fund 

July 18 

  

Supplemental Training Workshop 

10 AM, Pueblo Building 

July 21 Consignment Market 

10 AM – 2 PM, Pueblo Building 

July 24 Volunteer Meeting 

9:30 AM, Pueblo Building 

August 3-7 Volunteer Trip 

Corn Festival at Santo Domingo Pueblo (See page 11) 

August 11 

  

Second Saturday Lecture                                                                     

Matt Guebard, Montezuma’s Castle 

2 PM, Pueblo Building 

August 15 Supplemental Training Workshop 

10 AM, Pueblo Building 

August 28 Volunteer Meeting 

9:30 AM, Pueblo Building 
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Exciting Weekend with Exquisite Pottery  

By Jhane Marello   

 Our annual Mata Ortiz sale and demonstration provided another                 

exciting weekend at The Smoki Museum on April 14th and 15th. We had a 

steady stream of visitors and buyers during the whole weekend. As in                 

previous years, potters Lucy Mora and Lorenzo Bugarini brought a                          

wonderful selection of wares from their pueblo in Chihuahua, Mexico. 

Guests were treated to a demonstration of their pottery production                     

techniques, a fascinating and informative experience. The artists also fired a 

pot each day, which was later auctioned off. This year, it was exciting to see a demonstration pot sur-

vive the delicate firing process. Given the incredible artistry involved in                 producing this beau-

tiful pottery, it was amazing to find such unbeatable prices. Our guests certainly took advantage of the 

Special Exhibit Educates Public with Native Voice 

By  Manuel Lucero 

In 1857, Lt. Beale, U.S. Army, was commissioned to map out and           

construct a road though the Southwest. This road would open the way for    

settlement and make resupplying folks in California much easier. But, people 

were already living here, people like the Hopi, Yavapai, Apache, and Navajo. 

The Beale Wagon Road cut right through the heart of these peoples’               

territories. Later, it became known as Route 66 and then I-40. We wanted to 

know how did this affect our Native friends? How did this road affect their              

culture and social structures? How did it affect them economically? Hear their 

own words and see for yourself. Join us at The Smoki Museum for our latest 

special exhibit INVASION! The Beale Wagon Road.  

May 5th was One Busy (or Buzzy) Day!  

 The staff and volunteers were just about ready for the museum to be the initial stop on the 2018 

Prescott Historic Home Tour, and to be the destination for the debut of yet another incredible special 

exhibit. An added treat for art-lovers, the Southwest Artist’s Association show and 

sale was in the pueblo building. Nothing stood in the way of a successful and educa-

tional set of                      circumstances, not even the wasps which had nested be-

hind the exhibit banner.                Although, their defense of 

their home was enthusiastic and a bit painful for Manuel. 

 The historic tour brought in over 300 visitors, resulting                

in some new members and a generous donation from the                       

organizers, for which we are grateful. The exhibit opening               

was a hit, showing  our guests a unique perspective of how 

lives were changed with the influx of foreigners onto Native 

lands. The treats were great- thank you, Evelyn Russell, and 

your crew of volunteer bakers. The entire campus was               

 Photo by Julie Rucker 

 Photos by Julie Rucker 

Joan, Jhane, & Irene at work.                                               

Photo by Julie Rucker 
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Another Amazing Collection “Walks” Through the Door 

By Andy Christenson              

 Some of our most amazing gifts in the last dozen years have come without any specific                        

efforts on the museum’s part. In the case of the recently received Louis J. Fuller Collection, his              

daughter, Mary Keegan, was a museum member, so there was a logical connection. Fuller lived in 

Prescott in the 1920s when he met J. W. Simmons, who’s collection was the foundation of the Smoki  

Museum. Fuller helped Simmons excavate, and he was the source of information that people were 

finding clay figurines in the Groom Creek area. Simmons and Fuller subsequently excavated sites in 

the area and recovered hundreds of figurines and fragments. Simmons collection is now at the Arizona 

State Museum. Fuller had a large collection of figurines as well, and about 100 of these were in his                         

 Photos by  Andy Christenson 

 One of the sites where Simmons and Fuller 

worked was the Bird Site, so-called because of the 

number of bird effigies found there. It seems likely that 

some of the figurines recently donated come from that 

site, and there are four bird effigies, as well as many 

human figures, quadrupeds, and a tiny, two-headed 

dog! [photo shows collection as it was being organized] 

 As if this weren’t enough, Fuller’s collection included baskets and ethnographic pottery as well 

as many prehistoric artifacts, mostly unprovenienced, including restored prehistoric vessels coming 

mostly from the Roosevelt Lake/Mogollon Rim country. Among these are a Tonto Polychrome effigy jar 

that seems to be unique, as far as I can tell. This is a full-size jar, rather than the smaller effigies that 

have been reported. It shows the head and arms of a male? having a tattooed or painted chin and face 

(nose is missing) and a cross-shaped item on his chest. What is equally interesting, is the band of red 

“medallions” with spikes around the perimeter of the effigy (see inset in effigy photo).  

 If you are a member of the Arizona Archaeological Society and 

received a copy of the recent issue of The Arizona Archaeologist on 

Upper Salado Iconography by McKusick, look at Chapter 5, which 

talks about psychoactive substances and shamanism. She argues that 

such images are datura (jimsonweed) seed pods, the source of a           

hallucinogen used in Mesoamerica, California, and the Southwest.           

A datura seed pod-shaped pot was found at Fitzmaurice Ruin,                        

suggesting that the drug was used prehistorically in the Prescott area. 

We hope to have this pot and several other items from this cultural  

resource on display in the “New Acquisitions” area of the museum. 

A New Intern!  
 You’ve seen him around The Smoki Museum      

campus before, but now Jeff Martin is here as an intern, 

while he completes his anthropology degree at ASU. He is 

currently helping Andy with research, and you may even 

spot him behind the museum desk. He is also pictured 

right, along with the rest of Andy’s “Fuller Collection Crew,” 

Wally Warren and Mark Millman. Welcome back, Jeff!  Photos by  Julie Rucker 
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Shedding Light on the Situation                                                                    
By Wally Warren  

  Time to enlighten you about our lights in the                  

museum. When our museum opened in 1935, we 

were told museums were meant to be mysterious, to 

not have bright lights, and to keep it mystic. We were 

told to cover the windows and protect the displays 

from U.V. rays. When The Smoki Museum opened, it 

was lucky to have cases to display artifacts. Do you 

know it took until 1967 to get glass on the wall cases? 

A Smoki by the name of Bill Empens had a glass shop 

and supplied glass and light-colored covers for the 

windows. In 1988, we had a member by the name Bob 

Weise who owned and electric company. He supplied all the light fixtures for the side cases. Don            

Ogden supplied the mirrors that were behind the pottery. Come 2017, out with the old lights and in 

with the LED lights and white walls- no more mirrors.  

 Now, what I was supposed to write about, the overhead lights in the museum. When the                    

museum was moved from the pueblo, the overhead lighting was the same design as in the pueblo, a 

metal base with a skirt going down and a metal globe fixture in the center. (See the photo of the 1935 

light fixtures.) Later, there were two Smoki People, Bob Heubeck and Olin Stevens, who owned               

Yavapai Electric. They formed a committee to replace the light fixtures in the museum. They came up 

with a design like Zuni altars. Each was a square box with a 300-watt bulb in the center surrounded by              

12-watt bulbs in each corner. They submitted their design to the chief and counselors of the Smoki 

People and received the OK to go ahead with the lighting. They entered the state competition for                 

design for lighting in a museum and took 1st place. The state sent the design on to the national              

competition and it won another 1st place. It went to the international competition and won 1st place 

again! Our lighting was famous around the world! 

  During the museum transfer from the Smoki People to the museum corporation, the board 

found they had to cut costs. They decided it was time to redo the overhead lights and take the covers 

off the windows. What you see is what was done. Guess what? It’s time to redo the lights with LEDs! 

So, in the next couple of months we will have more light (wear your sunglasses). I wonder if we are 

 As seen in The Smoki People of Prescott, Arizona 

1921-1974, page 46. (It’s in our library.) 

THANK YOU! 

  The “Light Up The Smoki” capital campaign has inspired several members 

and friends to make donations, for which we are sincerely thankful. Some donors 

have designated a specific part of the project to which they are contributing, while 

others prefer that their gift go into the general lighting fund. All donations are                   

welcomed and appreciated. Raskins Jewelers will be making the engraved brass 

plates to honor the contributors to the cases. So far, they are Susan and Tom            

Bettcher - Full Flat Case, Jim Christopher- Full Flat Case, Sandy and Jim                            

Huerman- Hopi Case, and Sandra Oliver- Kate Cory Case. If you would like to help, 

and have not yet done so, you will find a brochure in this issue of the Talking Sun. 
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Progress from the Ground Up                                                                          
By  Ron Robinson 

  Not a ground breaking in the traditional sense, but 

this soil test on May 24 was the first physical evidence               

that we’re getting serious about the proposed new            

building project. A full report of this, and other preliminary              

tests, will take a few weeks, but informal results appear 

positive. A generous grant from the Keickhefer        

Foundation funds this preliminary work, part of                   

demonstrating the feasibility of the project. By the end of 

the summer, we hope to have the preliminary studies 

complete, along with a realistic cost estimate. Then, we 

will be at a decision point whether it’s a “go” or a “no go.” 

But, right now, I think we have moved beyond the         

dreaming stage. Stay tuned, we intend to keep this process open and transparent, and will be glad to 

share with you information as it becomes available. 

Photo by Ron Robinson   

Pueblo Building Walls Get Needed Stabilization                                            
By Chevy Graves 

 When I was approached to do the tuck-pointing, I was taken aback by 

the opportunity to help the museum for this project. Beforehand, I was                

explaining to my brother, Manuel, about my previous work experience in the 

masonry arts. So, I agreed to help with the restoration of the pueblo building. 

It’s been a great honor to use my experience for this restoration of the                 

historical building, and I’m glad to have been a part of it. 
Photo by Julie Rucker   

So, What’s it Going to Be??? 

By Cindy Gresser  

 Well … the “cat is out of the bag” with Ron’s article above! Yes, 

we are exploring the construction of a new building that would take the 

place of the existing office/library building. Preliminary plans have been 

developed by renowned local architect, Bill Otwell, along with a                    

rendering. Once they are tuned up, we’ll be ready to show them to the 

world! Basically, we are trying to accomplish a few major goals with 

this building; ADA compliant front entry access, ADA compliant bathrooms, additional exhibit space, 

additional storage space, and staff offices. The current design has 4,992 square feet and will put a 

new, modern Trading Post right at the front door. A covered walkway will provide all-weather access to 

all three buildings. Exciting news, right?!? It sure is! We have a lot of work to do, lots of funds to raise, 
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Get Ready for Tee Time!                                                                                     
By Evelyn Russell 

 In April of 2019, The Smoki Museum 

will present the Contemporary Native Arts 

Festival in Prescott, Arizona. This two-day 

event is meant to showcase the newest, 

cutting edge talent among Native artists 

working today. The family-focused festival will display, demonstrate, and sell quality Native creations  

by contemporary Native artists. These will include fine art, music, tattoo art, skateboard design, comic 

book graphic art, dance, fashion design, spoken word, and more!!! This event will encompass an entire 

city block for this 2-day festival celebrating today’s Indigenous people and art! As a fundraising event  

to benefit the festival, the Smoki Museum will be sponsoring the Harvest Classic, a golf tournament at 

the Antelope Hills Golf Course in Prescott on October 20, 2018. The entry fee is $85 per player or 

$340 for a foursome! Sign up your foursome today and kick off the summer  season in support of our 

Contemporary Native Arts Festival hosted by the Smoki Museum! Sponsorships are available! 

 Please visit our website at https://www.smokimuseum.org/contemporary-native-artist-festival for 

more information on the festival and for more information on how to sign up and/or sponsor the golf 

tournament. Please note that the sign-up forms will be available on our website as well as on the                     

Antelope Hills Golf Course website. All proceeds will benefit the Contemporary Native Arts Festival. 

Grant Funding and the Future                
By Alex Rudolph  

 Grants are a powerful tool for a non-profit. 

They allow organizations to enact new programs 

and impact their communities. Each grant is a 

chance to make a difference. That is why                    

developing a grant proposal is so important. From 

finding the right funding opportunity to drafting a 

project narrative, each step is crucial.                                 

 I am the museum’s new grants consultant. I 

have an MA in Museums Studies with a            

background in museum evaluation, and exhibition                       

design and development. I am also certified in 

grant development and proposal writing and I am 

a member of the Grant Professionals Association. 

Currently, I am working closely with staff to pursue 

grants that will help the museum advance its                  

strategic plan. Each grant is carefully selected to 

help fund a specific project, such as                  

preserving the Smoki People Collection 

and funding the new Hands-on Exhibit. 

Volunteers Promote Festival  

 Thank you to all who joined us to show  

support for our booth at the Greater Yavapai 

County Coalition picnic on May 27th.                 

Everyone did a fabulous job of generating  

enthusiasm for our 2019 festival. Thanks also 

to Chris Duarte, chair of the GYCC for your 

invitation and encouragement! 
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Volunteers Promote Museum  

 Networking within our community is vital to progress. 

Two volunteers have recently agreed to be our liaisons at  

agency functions. Carol Shaw now                            

represents the museum at Prescott Chamber 

of Commerce events, and Jhane Marello now 

attends the Prescott Area Arts and                         

Humanities Council meetings. We are             

grateful to these outstanding volunteers who 

promote tourism and the arts on behalf of 

Volunteers are                  

Prepared  

By  Sandy Gumm 

 

 

 

 The Supplemental                  

Training Workshop in April was 

conducted by Manuel Lucero. 

This Corporation Commission 

(mandatory) workshop on                 

emergency procedures was              

eye-opening and informative. 

This session included a                  

PowerPoint presentation, walk 

about, and lively discussion. 

Many types of scenarios were 

covered. Should an emergency 

occur that warrants evacuation, 

remember to clear the museum 

and campus of guests and staff, 

and then gather across the street 

before using cell phones to call 

911. This procedure is one of 

many that are detailed in the                      

Procedures & Info binder at the 

front desk, which is required 

reading for all volunteers. It’s                    

obvious, our collection is               

priceless, but lives truly come 

first! 

Photo by Sandy Gumm   

New SAT Incentive Program  

  Volunteers are always treasured, but now those who work a                          

Saturday desk shift get a treasure of their own to take home! The                                  

Saturday Advantage Treasure Program was designed to stimulate                      

hard-to-fill shifts during the busy summer vacation season. Stop by the   

desk today to schedule your own treasure! 

2 nd Saturday 
LECTURE SERIES 

In the pueblo building at 2 PM 
 

July 14: LuAnn Leonard Hopi Endowment Education Fund 

August 11: Matt Guebard Montezuma’s Castle   

September 8:  TBA 

October 13: Day of the Dead (thru AZ Humanities) 

Museum in the Media  

Perk up your ears the next time you hear the Marnie Uhl 

Show on Great Circle Radio, Magic 99.1. If its just before a 

major event, you’ll hear Cindy Gresser promoting it!   

A big thanks to Rob Milligan, General Manager of Community 

Access Chanel 64 for filming the Dr. Carl Hammerschlag       

lecture and for helping with our sound system!  

Watch for our ads in Daily Courier, Prescott Living Magazine, 

5 Senses Magazine, Travel Host Arizona, Indian Trader       

Magazine, Smart Shopper, and on Chanel 64! 
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TOP DONORS: 

Carol Hubert 

Carolyn O'Bagy Davis 

Eldon Bowman Estate 

Goodie Berquist 

J. W. Kieckhefer Foundation 

Jack Ingebritson Foundation, Inc., via Howard Kesselman 

Margaret T. Morris Foundation 

Mary Jensen 

Paul and Shannon Rosenblatt 

Prescott Corral of Westerners 

TOP LEVEL & LIFETIME MEMBERS: 

All Smoki People  

Anonymous  

Bryan and Karen Crossley  

Joan Krauskopf  

John Davis and Carolyn O’Bagy Davis  

Merri McKee  

Michael and Connie Goldwater  

Posy Nash  

Robert Moses and Patricia Aeed  

Ron and Sue Robinson  

Tom and Sue Weiss  

WITH GRATITUDE                                                                                         
The Smoki Museum of American Indian Art and Culture                                                                          

sincerely thanks its many donors, members, visitors, and volunteers. They support                                

museum operations, educational programs, exhibits, special events, and staff of the museum. It is 

through the generosity of such individuals and organizations that The Smoki Museum continues to instill 

understanding and respect for the indigenous cultures of the southwest in its service to the community. 

Native Backpack Days are in Full Swing 

By Sandy Gumm    

 Each year, we assist Native students in preparing for their upcoming 

school year by providing them with new backpacks and school supplies. This 

year’s recipients are; the Diné students of the Greasewood Chapter of the              

Native American Church, students in the Hopi village of Shongopovi, and 

Apache students of the San Carlos Unified School District. Good news travels 

fast, and our Backpack Program is growing. This year’s goal is now 500                 

backpacks, up 100% over last year!                                                                                                                                   

 Donations of cash, new backpacks, and new school supplies (pens,                 

pencils, markers, rulers, spiral notebooks, glue sticks, etc.) are needed. A                           

donation of just $5-$6 will place a well-made backpack in the hands of a                      

primary grade through college student. Will you help? Our donation deadline is July 13, 2018. To send 

a donation via mail, please write “Backpacks” in the memo section of your check, and mail to The 

Smoki Museum, Attn: Backpacks, P.O. Box 10224, Prescott, AZ 86304. If you wish to, please come 

by the museum to drop off your donation. We’d love to say, “Thank You” in person! Last year, one 

young lady was headed to college and this was her first backpack ever! One person can make a                            

difference. Won’t you please join us?                                                                                                                             

Photo by Julie Rucker   
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Congratulations!  

  Sterling feathers embellish more badges after the June series of classes and                       

testing. Those who participated and are now certified docents are Jim Carlson, Jean Focke, 

and Mike Wood. Julia Appletree, who attended the earlier series last February, also                          

completed her certification testing. Thank you to the series instructors, Manuel Lucero, 

Bruce Pack, Julie Rucker, Andy Christenson, and Cindy Gresser. Congratulations to all! 

New Volunteer Encourages Other Teens 

By Sabrina Akins 

 When I first meet people I usually stutter; my heart beats out of my chest    

trying to run away from the situation, and my brain goes a thousand miles per hour 

with worries of what I shouldn’t say, and what I might say. I found that when I             

started volunteering for The Smoki Museum that didn’t happen. Everyone had 

warm, generous smiles that eased my nerves. Now, it helped that my parents are 

friends with the museum director, Cindy Gresser, so I knew that The Smoki was a 

place I could trust, but I was still worried about the level of difficulty of jobs I might 

be working with; you see, my brain is not a very organized place. It’s got stacks of               

papers everywhere, sticky notes reminding me of birthdays, and a constant record 

playing my favorite song. -I didn’t know if I could fit one more thing in there. Luckily, 

Julie Rucker, the Administrative Manager, has printed everything you’ll ever need to 

figure out about how to work here. Not enough for you? Well, your fellow volunteers create such a 

friendly atmosphere when training you and they answer any questions you may have with a kind voice. 

Still not convinced? Even if the experience of working with wonderful people and enriching artifacts   
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We Remember...     

Attention Volunteers! A Trip to Santa Fe is Being Planned! 

By Cindy Gresser 

 We are planning a trip to Santa Fe in early August to go to 

the Santo Domingo Corn Feast. Tentatively, we are planning to 

leave August 3rd, going to the Corn Feast at Santo Domingo on 

the 4th,visiting Museum Hill on the 5th, attend a tour (and attend           

a history lecture) from Ryan Flahive of the Institute of American 

Indian Art on the 6th, and travel home either after that, or on the 

7th. Are you interested? We have placed forms on the workroom 

table to help us determine some of your preferences regarding the trip. If you would like to go, please 

grab a form, and complete the short survey. Thanks!  More details to come about this adventure! 

  

Vince Dalke 

Vincent Victor Dalke grew up in Prescott, after his family moved here from 

Minnesota in 1941. At the time, Vince was only six months old. His                  

parents soon became members of the Smoki People, so the social               

organization was a part of his life and his interest from a very early age. In 

1989, he was “Chief Gourd Grower” for the club. For many years, he owned 

two successful businesses in Prescott, Dalke Glass Art Supplies and Dalke 

Plumbing. He and his wife, Bonnielyn, raised two children together. Vince is                

remembered fondly for his positive attitude, generous nature, and his good 

sense of humor. He always had stories to tell, and friends were always                   

eager to hear them. Vince passed away on May 3, 2018. 

Blast from the Past...Speaking of adventure, check out this action! 

That’s Evelyn Russell with her 

husband, David. A clue to the 

year is seen in the gas prices. 

Ah, the good-’ole-days. 

About twenty years ago,               

two Manuels were out for                

a leisurely ride. What, no                    

ponytail? Manuel was                    

fresh out the Army when               

this picture was taken!  

This one was not so very 

long ago. Here’s Gracie  

Jordan, checking out her 

dad’s new bike. Future            

adventures on the road 

ahead! 
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RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED 

Membership Application 

Name ______________________________________ 

Address ____________________________________ 

City ________________State ______ Zip _________ 

Phone ______________ Email __________________ 

Membership Levels: 

  o Viyal-Student $25  

  o Kitheeh-Individual $30 

  o Hadteh-Senior +1 $35 

  o Ahnaalah-Family $50 

  o A’Koh– Supporter level $100 

  o Illuwii-Supporter level $250 

Send form with check payable to the Smoki Museum, Inc. 

Mail to:  Smoki Museum, P.O. Box 10224, Prescott, AZ 86304-0224 

oYes!  I want to volunteer at the Smoki Museum!   

The Smoki Museum volunteers enjoy many          

fun and educational activities.  

Call (928) 445-1230 for more information  

JOIN   THE   FUN !!! 

Consignment 

Market  

July 9—13 Consignments                     

Please contact Cindy                                              

to make an appointment.              

                                       

                                                        

Consignment Market             

July 21 10AM—2PM                              


